We implemented pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) with 2D and 3D balanced steady state free precession (bSSFP) readout for mapping blood flow in the human brain, retina, and kidney, free of distortion and signal dropout, which are typically observed in the most commonly used echo-planar imaging acquisition. High resolution functional brain imaging in the human visual cortex was feasible with 3D bSSFP pCASL. Blood flow of the human retina could be imaged with pCASL and bSSFP in conjunction with a phase cycling approach to suppress the banding artifacts associated with bSSFP. Furthermore, bSSFP based pCASL enabled us to map renal blood flow within a single breath hold. Control and test-retest experiments suggested that the measured blood flow values in retina and kidney were reliable. Because there is no specific imaging tool for mapping human retina blood flow and the standard contrast agent technique for mapping renal blood flow can cause problems for patients with kidney dysfunction, bSSFP based pCASL may provide a useful tool for the diagnosis of retinal and renal diseases and can complement existing imaging techniques.
Introduction
Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a well-established magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique for blood flow mapping. Typically ASL is performed by subtraction of two sets of images acquired with and without inversion of arterial blood water and thus requires no exogenous radioactive tracer or contrast agent. Depending on the labeling scheme, ASL can be classified into two main categories of pulsed ASL (PASL) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and continuous ASL (CASL) [6] [7] [8] [9] . It is known that CASL provides higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) than PASL, but often CASL is not available on commercial MRI scanners because of the requirement of long and continuous RF transmission. More recently, a new ASL technique termed pseudocontinuous ASL (pCASL) was introduced by dividing the long continuous RF pulse in CASL into multiple discrete short RF pulses, which can achieve similar labeling effects as CASL [10] [11] [12] . This pCASL technique has been proved to offer improved SNR compared to that of CASL and matches the hardware setup of clinical scanners.
While the labeling scheme has been improved in ASL, various data readout schemes also have been attempted. The most commonly used readout scheme in ASL is echo planar imaging (EPI) because of its high imaging speed. However, EPI suffers from signal drop-out and distortions due to susceptibility effects, and thus is not appropriate for blood flow mapping in regions with high susceptibility artifacts such as retina and body organs. Non-EPI based ASL readout approaches including RARE [13] and GRASE [14] acquisitions have been used to minimize susceptibility artifacts [15] , at the cost of lower temporal resolution, blurring or lower SNR per unit time. Balanced steady state free precession (bSSFP) readout overcomes these limitations while maintaining relatively high temporal resolution and SNR per unit time [16, 17] . The pulse sequence diagram for 2D bSSFP is shown in Fig. 1A . As shown here, the summation of the gradient area along each of the three axes is zero within one repetition interval. Under the assumption of uniform magnetic field, therefore, high MR signals can be generated by applying RF excitations at alternating phase angles of 0°and 180°to flip the magnetization back and forth with minimum possible repetition time (TR), which does not require recovery of the longitudinal magnetization and thus allow for fast data acquisitions and high imaging efficiency. To date, ASL measurements using bSSFP remains underexplored. In some studies, bSSFP readout scheme was attempted for PASL in the body [16] and brain [17] , but the feasibility and performance of bSSFP for ASL have not been systematically evaluated.
In this study, we implemented pCASL with both 2D and 3D bSSFP readout for distortion-free cerebral blood flow (CBF) imaging with high spatial resolution and tested pCASL-bSSFP in two challenging organs of retina and kidney, in addition to brain. A disadvantage of the 2D bSSFP is that it is limited to a single slice. Multiple slice acquisition with bSSFP will increase the total acquisition time proportionally, which is impractical, and thus we implemented 3D bSSFP acquisition instead. First, we applied pCASL with 2D and 3D bSSFP readout to brain imaging and the results were compared with conventional EPI based pCASL in the same subjects. PCASL with 3D bSSFP readout was tested for functional MRI in human visual cortex.
Second, pCASL with 2D bSSFP readout was applied for mapping blood flow in the human retina. The retina is only 276 microns thick including the choroid in rats [18] and 711 microns in humans [19] but has one of the highest blood flow per unit weight based on destructive microsphere studies [20] and in vivo MRI in rats [21] [22] [23] [24] and in humans [25] [26] [27] [28] . Abnormal blood flow in the retina has been implicated in many retinal diseases, including diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma, and retinal ischemia. With the exception of anatomical optical coherence tomography, optical imaging techniques are limited to probing the retinal surface. Imaging blood flow of the retina is however challenging because the retina is very thin, is located in a region of high magnetic susceptibility, and is susceptible to eye motion. Blood flow imaging of the human retinas using MRI has been reported by using single shot fast spin echo [25] [26] [27] [28] . In this study, we used bSSFP readout to map human retina blood flow. Since banding artifacts are one of the major limitations of bSSFP, we also demonstrated the feasibility of a multiple phase cycling approach for the suppression of banding artifacts in bSSFP based pCASL imaging. Experiments were designed to confirm that the measured blood flow signals in the retina are reliable and not the results of motion or bSSFP banding artifacts.
Third, pCASL with 2D bSSFP readout was applied for mapping renal blood flow. Assessment of renal perfusion is important for the diagnosis of kidney diseases. Renal perfusion has been mostly assessed with contrast agent based MRI methods. Recent studies showed that the contrast agent used for perfusion measurements may cause nephrogenic systemic fibrosis in patients with kidney dysfunction and hence cannot be used for patients suspicious of severe kidney dysfunctions [29] . Therefore, ASL is potentially a valuable tool for the evaluation of renal blood flow [16, [30] [31] [32] [33] . Previous studies have mainly focused on the reduction of motion artifacts for blood flow mapping in kidney by combinations of background suppression and breathing strategies, by retrospective sorting of images during free breathing, or by multiple breath-hold scans [34] . In this study, it is demonstrated that blood flow in kidney can be mapped within a single breath hold with the combination of pCASL and bSSFP readout and that the results are reproducible.
Materials and methods
All experiments were performed on a 3 T whole body scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The study protocol was approved by local ethics committee (University of Texas San Antonio Health Science Center). In brain and low-resolution retina imaging, a body coil and a 12-element head matrix coil were used for transmission and reception, respectively. In high-resolution retina imaging, the receiver coil (12-element head matrix coil) was replaced with a circular surface coil (11 cm inner diameter) in combination with a special plastic frame to fix the coil near one of the subject eyes. PCASL [10, 11] was implemented with 2D and 3D bSSFP acquisition. PCASL parameters were: RF pulse shape = Hanning window, RF duration = 0.5 ms, flip angle = 25°, and spacing between two RF pulses = 0.92 ms, slice-selective gradient = 6 mT/m, tagging duration = 1500 ms, post-labeling delay = 1000 ms, distance between the labeling plane and the center of the imaging group = 8 cm (unless specified otherwise), and balanced tagging scheme [10] . , slice oversampling = 25%, acceleration factor for parallel imaging = 2; centric phase-encoding order, dummy phase-encoding lines = 40, partial Fourier acquisitions along 1st and 2nd PE dimensions = 5/ 8 and 6/8, respectively. Other parameters were similar to the 2D imaging. For EPI, single-and multi-slice perfusion maps were acquired in the similar scan parameters to 2D and 3D bSSFP, except flip angle = 90°and TR/TE = 4000/30 ms. The perfusion image was derived from pair-wise subtraction of non-tag and tag images. The temporal resolution was 8 s per pair. The total acquisition time was about 2 min (14 pairs) for single-slice EPI and 2D bSSFP. The total acquisition time was 4 min (28 pairs) for multi-slice EPI and 3D bSSFP. For functional MRI in the visual cortex, the same 3D bSSFP parameters were used, except matrix = 128 × 96 × 4, FOV = 240 × 180 × 20 mm 2 , and slice oversampling = 50%. To reduce temporal fluctuations for the fMRI study, the aforementioned pCASL scheme was combined with background suppression inversion recovery (IR) RF pulses: one slab selective and one non-selective IR pulses were respectively placed before and after the pCASL labeling, and a third IR pulse was applied 0.8 s after the non-selective IR (0.2 s before the bSSFP readout). The fMRI study was composed of 5 epochs (off-on-offon-off) and each epoch took 1 min. Flashing checkerboard was applied as the visual stimulation.
For retina imaging (N = 2), bSSFP parameters were: TR/TE = 4.6/ 2.3 ms, bandwidth = 500 Hz/pixel, matrix size = 128 × 86, and FOV = 150 × 150 mm 2 . The perfusion image was derived from 32 averages (2.3 min) of label and control acquisitions. Other imaging parameters were identical to those of 2D bSSFP for brain imaging as mentioned above. The same parameters were used for high spatialresolution blood flow mapping of the retina with the circular surface coil, except FOV = 100 × 100 mm 2 . To examine whether the retina blood flow signal from the aforementioned labeling condition (Label On 1) was real rather than from motion artifact, we obtained blood flow image without tagging power (Label Off 1). These acquisition procedures were repeated once (Label On 2 and Label Off 2), for confirmation of the signal source. To examine the effects of banding artifacts, another perfusion map was acquired with the combination of four different phase cycling angles (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°) each with 8 repetitions (Label On (mPC)). For suppression of the banding artifacts, the datasets from the 4 phase cycling angles were combined with the nonlinear averaging reconstruction method [35] , in which the three highest signals among the four phase cycling datasets were averaged for each imaging pixel (the lowest signal was assumed to be from banding regions).
For kidney imaging (N = 1), bSSFP parameters were: TR/ TE = 3.6/1.8 ms, matrix size = 128 × 96, and corresponding FOV = 350 × 262 mm 2 . The temporal resolution was 6 s per pair. Blood flow image was derived with 4 averages (scan time =~25 s). The scan was performed within a single breath hold. The blood flow imaging with a single breath hold was repeated four times, to examine the reproducibility of the method. These scans were performed along axial and sagittal directions and the direction of the labeling plane was copied from the scan direction. For the sagittal imaging, the distance between the labeling and imaging planes was adjusted to 6 cm, to place the labeling plane on the incoming artery. Other imaging parameters were similar to the 2D bSSFP in brain imaging. For the quantitative mapping of renal blood flow, the standard CASL model was adopted as described in Eq. (1) of Robson et al. [34] . The parameters used for the quantification were: λ = 90 ml/ 100 g, T 1 ' ≈ T 1 = 1.19 s [36] , T 1,blood = 1.55 s, α = 0.8, Δt = 0.75 s, t = 2.5 s, and τ = 1.5 s. To gain insight into the evolution of labeled blood spins (reduction in perfusion contrast) with phase-encoding steps in bSSFP imaging, numerical simulations were performed based on Bloch equations [37] , using scan parameters of TR/TE = 4.0/2.0 ms, phase cycling angle = 180°, and T 1 and T 2 of blood = 1.55 s and 0.250 s [11] , and frequency offset = 0 Hz.
Results
The labeled perfusion signal decreased as a function of phaseencoding step, based on the simulation results. When the number of phase-encoding steps was 50, 100, 150, 200, the perfusion signal was, respectively, 83%, 70%, 59%, and 50% of the initial signal strength, under the scan conditions described for the simulations. Considering the number of dummy phase-encoding steps and the number of phase-encoding steps from start to the K-space center (b50), the signal reduction would be less than 20% of the initial signal under our experimental conditions. CBF image obtained by EPI ( Fig. 2A) showed distortion and signal degradation as indicated by arrows, whereas CBF images obtained by bSSFP ( Fig. 2B and C) were free of distortion. When centric phase encoding order was used, bSSFP CBF image showed signal asymmetry in some datasets (arrowhead in Fig. 2B ). When linear-phase encoding order was used, bSSFP CBF image was uniform consistently (Fig. 2C) . Percent signal changes (PSC, ΔS/S) in gray matter regions of bSSFP were less than those of EPI, due to the multiple RF excitations in bSSFP. However, baseline SNR of bSSFP was about 30% higher than that of EPI, partly compensating for the lower PSC. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of CBF images by 3D bSSFP and multislice EPI. CBF by 3D bSSFP yielded no image distortion or signal dropout compared to EPI. Importantly, all CBF images in 3D bSSFP acquisition had a single post-labeling delay, which allowed true whole-brain CBF imaging. However, 3D bSSFP showed blurring compared to 2D bSSFP. The CBF imaging with 3D bSSFP was tested for functional brain imaging. Fig. 4 shows the fMRI activation (t-map) overlaid on the baseline perfusion-weighted subtraction images across four slices. The results showed that visual-evoked functional CBF changes could be mapped in high spatial resolution with pCASL-bSSFP. Fig. 5 shows bSSFP image without (A) and with (B) multiple phase cycling angles. Without phase cycling, banding artifacts were observed. These banding artifacts were diminished by combining data from multiple phase cycling angles. Fig. 6 shows the subtraction images with (A, C) and without (B, D) labeling power. When pCASL labeling power was on, there was clear perfusion contrast along the retina (arrowheads in A and C), whereas no discernible perfusion signal in the retina was detected when the labeling power was off (arrowheads in B and D). These results were reproducible for the repeated trials (Fig. 6A-D) . The banding artifacts in the perfusion images (arrows in Fig. 6A and C) were also diminished by using multiple phase cycling angles (arrows in Fig. 6E ). Note that Figs. 5 and 6 were from the conventional head coil. The circular surface coil enabled acquisition of perfusion signals in higher spatial resolution (Fig. 7) . PSC of perfusion signal from the entire retina was 2.1% ± 0.4%, about twice higher than brain perfusion signals.
When pCASL with 2D bSSFP was applied to kidney, strong renal blood flow signals were observed for both axial (Fig. 8) and sagittal (Fig. 9) scans. The PSC values were about 4%, stronger than brain (~1%) or retina (~2%). Note the differences in scale in the PSC images of Figs. 8 and 9. These single breath hold scans along axial and sagittal directions were reproducible for the repeated trials (Figs. 8A-D and 9A-D) . The enlarged images (Figs. 8E and 9G) clearly showed the differences in blood flow between cortex and medulla of the kidney. When the labeling plane was placed in a distal region with no major artery, the blood flow signals in kidney were significantly reduced, confirming the sources of the blood flow signals (Fig. 9F) . The quantitative blood flow values in the renal cortex were about 320 ml/100 g/min, in agreement with other renal perfusion studies with ASL [30, 31, 34] .
Discussion
This study demonstrated combined pCASL and bSSFP readout to obtain reliable blood flow images in human brain, retina, and kidney without distortion and signal drop off that are commonly observed with conventional EPI acquisitions. The blood flow signals in retina and kidney were confirmed to be real and reliable, based on the repeated trials and the control experiments. Because of the application of separate excitation RF pulse for each phase-encoding line, 2D bSSFP showed no discernible T 2 or T 2 ⁎ related blurring in the baseline images, which is typically observable in EPI or single-shot FSE. However, 3D bSSFP imaging showed blurring in the perfusion map (Fig. 3) , presumably due to T 2 relaxation with increased number of RF excitations as shown in Fig. 1 and partial Fourier acquisitions along the first and second PE directions (5/8 and 6/8, respectively). This indicates that the number of phase encoding steps in ASL with bSSFP should be balanced between spatial coverage and image blurring.
Potential limitations of pCASL-bSSFP are (i) banding artifacts, (ii) saturation of labeled blood signal with multiple RF excitations, (iii) spatial coverage, and (iv) sensitivity to B 0 drift. As demonstrated in this study, the banding artifacts in pCASL-bSSFP can be suppressed by using the multiple phase cycling approach. The perfusion signal reduction with multiple RF excitations may be minimized by using centric phase-encoding order and reduced dummy scans. However, centric phase-encoding order is subject to eddy current contributions as demonstrated by Bieri et al. [38] and also demonstrated in this study (Fig. 2B) . Special algorithms like pairing [38] and grouping of PE steps [39] can potentially resolve the problems of instability of centric phase-encoding order for bSSFP and they are applicable to pCASL-bSSFP.
Although temporal resolution of bSSFP is much higher than that of the conventional gradient echo imaging sequences, it is lower than EPI, limiting the spatial coverage in pCASL-bSSFP. The spatial coverage of pCASL-bSSFP could be improved by using parallel imaging as shown in this study (Fig. 3) , and may be further improved by using compressed sensing algorithms [40, 41] .
The scan time in this study was relatively short (≤ 4 min), and thus contributions of B 0 drifting effects to the perfusion signals are expected to be small. To minimize B 0 drifting effects in pCASL-bSSFP with a relatively long scan time, we will need algorithms to compensate for the B 0 drifting effects [42, 43] .
High-resolution mapping of functional changes in blood perfusion during neuronal activation could be demonstrated in this study (Fig. 4) . Systematic comparison of fMRI maps from pCASL-bSSFP, pCASL-EPI, and EPI will be helpful to evaluate the usefulness of fMRI with pCASL-bSSFP. Furthermore, a new blood flow imaging method termed alternate ascending/descending directional navigation (ALADDIN), was recently proposed for mapping blood flow with interslice blood flow effects with no separate preparation pulse [44] . Both pCASL-bSSFP and ALADDIN are ASL techniques based on bSSFP imaging and comparison of the two ASL methods would be helpful to understand the signal sources of ALADDIN.
The retina is located in a region of large spatial inhomogeneity and the multiple phase cycling approach successfully reduced banding artifacts in perfusion images. Although multiple phase cycling yields poorer time resolution, it can be used to derive a single optimal phase cycling angle that "moves" the banding artifact location away from the region of interest (i.e., retina). Fig. 6 shows that the conventional head coil available in most clinical sets can be used to map blood flow of the retina in human without additional hardware, whereas Fig. 7 shows that the surface coil and the special plastic frame to fix the coil near the human eye of interest should be used together to map blood flow of the retina in human in higher spatial resolution. Highresolution blood flow MRI of the rodent retina is capable of resolving retinal and choroidal blood flow layers [21] [22] [23] [24] .
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first study to demonstrate that blood flow in the kidney can be mapped within a single breath hold with the combination of pCASL and bSSFP readout and that the results are reproducible. These factors emphasize the potential usefulness of pCASL-bSSFP and warrant further investigation of pCASL-bSSFP for mapping blood perfusion in various organs.
Conclusion
We successfully implemented pCASL with 2D and 3D bSSFP acquisitions. Balanced SSFP overcomes many of the limitations of EPI. While linear phase-encoding order bSSFP yielded more homogeneous CBF images, centric phase-encoding order bSSFP provided higher perfusion signals but required special algorithms to minimize artifacts from hardware imperfection. Functional brain imaging was also feasible with pCASL-bSSFP. PCASL-bSSFP could be applied for mapping blood flow in retina and kidney and the results were reproducible. A multiple phase cycling approach suppressed the banding artifacts for pCASL-bSSFP in the retina. Renal perfusion could be mapped with pCASL-bSSFP within a single breath hold. Balanced SSFP based pCASL is a promising approach for perfusion imaging of the brain, retina, and kidney that requires high spatial resolution with resistance to susceptibility artifacts and should complement existing imaging techniques.
